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Telemedical Care Campaign (Exclusive to Citi) FAQ 
 
SECTION A: ELIGIBILITY 

 
WHAT IS THE PROMOTION PERIOD FOR TELEMEDICAL CARE CAMPAIGN (EXCLUSIVE TO CITI)?  
 
• Promotion period is from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021 (inception by 31 January 2022). 
 
WHAT IS THE TELEMEDICINE POLICY? 

• The Telemedicine Policy in this promotion is on a ‘per-policyholder’ basis and non-transferable.  Each Eligible 
Customer can be entitled to multiple Telemedicine Policy with the coverage period of 1 year during the Promotion 
Period for any purchased Eligible AIA Retail Protection Plan with an annual premium of at least SGD3,000 for 
regular premium plan. 

•  Rewards will be based on per policy level and Customer cannot combine 2 or more policies to meet the minimum 
campaign criteria. 

 
AM I ELIGIBLE FOR TELEMEDICAL CARE CAMPAIGN (EXCLUSIVE TO CITI)?  
 
• To be eligible for the Telemedical Care Campaign (Exclusive for Citi) that entitles you to 1-year worth of 
Telemedicine Policy, you must:  
 

(i) be a new or existing customer of AIA Singapore Private Limited (“AIA”) who is a resident of 
Singapore with a valid NRIC or FIN sixteen (16) years or older (age last birthday) (‘Eligible 
Customer”)  

(ii) purchase an Eligible AIA Retail Protection Plan with an annual premium of at least SGD3,000 
for regular premium plan within the Promotion Period through Citibank.  

 
CAN I TRANSFER THE TELEMEDICINE POLICY* TO MY SPOUSE AND CHILDREN?  
 
• No, the Telemedicine Policy in this Promotion is on a ‘per-policyholder’ basis and non-transferable. Instead main 
policyholder can nominate up to 3 family members to enjoy the shared quota of teleconsult visits under the 
Telemedicine Policy.   
 
WILL I RECEIVE ANY HARD COPY DOCUMENTS FOR THE TELEMEDICINE POLICY?  
 
• No, you will receive an email confirmation from Citi-AIA within two (2) months after the end of the free-look period 
for the purchased Eligible AIA Retail Protection Plan.  
• Also, you will receive another email from WhiteCoat with redemption details. The email comes with benefit 
entitlements, a unique redemption hyperlink and code and a website hyperlink with more details on the benefits.  
 
DO I NEED TO PURCHASE ANY AIA PLANS FOR THIS TELEMEDICAL CARE CAMPAIGN (EXCLUSIVE TO 
CITI)?  
 
• Yes, you need to purchase an Eligible AIA Retail Protection Plan with an annual premium of at least SGD3,000 
for regular premium plan. 
• An Eligible Customer who purchases an Eligible AIA Retail Protection Plan during the Promotion Period shall be 
entitled to 1-year worth of Telemedicine Policy. The Eligible AIA Retail Protection Plans are as follows: 

Regular Premium (Protection) 

AIA Guaranteed Protect Plus (II) 

AIA Premier Disability Cover  
AIA Prime Critical Cover 
AIA Prime Secure 
AIA Mortgage Reducing Term 
Assurance (MRTA) 
AIA Beyond Critical Care 
AIA Secure Flexi Term 
AIA Power Critical Cover 

 

 
The Eligible AIA Retail Protection Plans are underwritten by AIA Singapore Private Limited (UEN: 201106386R) 
(“AIA”) and distributed by Citibank Singapore Limited (UEN: 200309485K) (“Citibank”) 
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SECTION B: COVERAGE  

 
WHEN DOES THIS TELEMEDICINE POLICY COVERAGE START AND END (I.E. EFFECTIVE DATE OF 
COVERAGE)?  
 

Eligible Customer will receive the redemption details within 2 months from inception month.  

 

Example, all policies incepted in Jan 2021, eligible customer listing will be generated post freelook on 25th Feb or 
following working day if 25th falls on a weekend/PH. Results will be validated by both Citibank and AIA before 
WhiteCoat proceed to send out the redemption details email to eligible customers.   
 

For example: 

 

Inception of AIA 
Insurance Plan  

Results (Data 
extraction) 

Timeline for 
redemption 
code to be send 

Effective Date 
of Coverage  

Expiry Date of 
Coverage 

1st- 31st Jan 
2021 

25th Feb 2021  15th- 20th Mar 
2021 

Based on the 
date that 
customer 
receives the 
email with 
redemption 
details from 
WhiteCoat 

1 year from 
effective date of 
activation. 

 

 
WHAT AM I ENTITLED TO UNDER THE TELEMEDICAL CARE CAMPAIGN (EXCLUSIVE TO CITI)?  

 

Entitlement Citigold Private Client 
 

Citigold 
 

Citi Priority 

Teleconsultation 15 
 

10 
 
5 

Consultation and medication 
(including delivery fees and GST) 

Capped at SGD50 per visit 

Shared quote 
 
Applicable to eligible main policyholder and up to 3 family members (to be 

nominated by main policyholder) 
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SECTION C: TELEMEDICINE BENEFITS  

 
WHAT IS TELEMEDICINE?  
 
• Telemedicine is the remote diagnosis and treatment of patients using telecommunications devices i.e. a 
smartphone with camera.  
 
WHAT IS WHITECOAT ABOUT?  
 
• WhiteCoat Holdings Pte. Ltd. (“WhiteCoat”) is a digital healthcare provider offering video medical consultations via 
an on-demand mobile platform known as the WhiteCoat app. Such services are provided in a regulatory sandbox 
with the Ministry of Health of Singapore.  
• WhiteCoat’s staff doctors are able to assist you with (i) common primary healthcare symptoms and related signs; 
and (ii) chronic disease management. Where appropriate, the doctors may through the WhiteCoat app (a) prescribe 
medication; and/or (b) provide a medical certificate and/or medical referral letter.  

• With regards to chronic disease management, WhiteCoat is able to prescribe medication for hypertension, 
hyperlipidemia, diabetes, and such other secondary diseases which may arise from such chronic disease conditions. 
You may also use the WhiteCoat app to seek medical advice on COVID-19 related concerns.  
 
 
WHY INTRODUCE WHITECOAT VIDEO MEDICAL CALL SERVICE FOR THE TELEMEDICAL CARE 
CAMPAIGN (EXCLUSIVE TO CITI)?  
 
• WhiteCoat’s video medical call service provides primary healthcare that is accessible to the general public. You 
will have the option of consulting with a Singapore-registered general practitioner (“GP”) and receiving required 
medication delivered to your home or wherever you are in Singapore. Required medical documents e.g. medical 
certificates and referral letters will be made available electronically via the WhiteCoat app. The availability of this 
service gives you the option to receive prompt medical advice in the comfort of your own home should you feel 
unwell, thus reducing the risk of transmission and exposure to other illnesses. With the current uncertainty due to 
COVID-19 and the Work from Home situation for many, AIA hopes that this benefit would give you and your loved 
ones some assurance at a time most needed.  
 
WhiteCoat complies with Ministry of Health’s guidelines and advisories on COVID-19 management, including triage, 
escalation and other medical protocols, and has implemented all necessary precautionary measures to ensure that 
quality healthcare is provided.  
 
 
WHO CAN USE THE WHITECOAT APP?  
 
• WhiteCoat is suitable for everyone who is seeking (i) treatment for non-emergent medical issues; or (ii) advice or 
a second opinion on a pre-existing condition.  

• However, if you are below the age of 16 years old, you must be accompanied by an adult (your parent/guardian) 
during your video consultation at all times. You must also be registered under your parent’s/guardian’s WhiteCoat 
account prior to commencement of your video consultation.  
 
ARE THERE ANY AGE RESTRICTIONS?  
 
• Yes. A person who is below the age of 16 seeking a video consultation on the WhiteCoat app must be accompanied 
by an adult (parent/guardian) during the video consultation at all times. Such minor must also be registered under 
his/her parent’s/guardian’s WhiteCoat account prior to commencement of the video consultation.  
 

WHAT SERVICES ARE PROVIDED BY WHITECOAT?  
 
• WhiteCoat’s video medical call service is suitable for everyone who is unsure of his/her symptoms or seeking (i) 
treatment for non-emergent medical issues*; (ii) chronic conditions such as hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and 
diabetes; or (iii) advice or a second opinion on a pre-existing condition.  
 
* Non-exhaustive list of non-emergent medical conditions as follows:  
1. flu, cough, cold or sore throat;  

2. fever, or headache;  

3. diarrhoea, constipation or vomiting;  
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4. rash, or cold sores;  

5. conjunctivitis;  

6. urinary tract infection;  

7. dermatological conditions; and  

8. other non-emergent medical issues.  
 
Digital prescriptions, medical certificates and specialist referrals issued to you (if required) will be accessible 
electronically through the WhiteCoat app.  
 
WHAT IF THE DOCTOR DETERMINES THAT MY SYMPTOMS AND/OR CONDITIONS ARE UNSUITABLE FOR 
A VIDEO CONSULTATION VIA THE WHITECOAT APP?  
 
• If your doctor determines that your symptom(s) and/or pre-existing medical condition(s) are unsuitable for a video 
consultation, your doctor will let you know and will advise you on the appropriate follow-up actions for continuity of 
care. Such actions may include but are not limited to the following:  
 

(i) going to a general practitioner or our clinic premises for a physical consultation;  

(ii) going to the nearest Accident & Emergency department;  

(iii) dialling 995; or  

(iv) providing you with a medical referral letter to see a specialist.  
 
IS WHITECOAT’S VIDEO MEDICAL CALL SERVICE FREE?  
 
• As part of the Telemedical Care Campaign (Exclusive to Citi), the complimentary entitlement under the 
Telemedicine Policy is a per-consultation cover of up to SGD50  applies to (i) consultation charge (ii) medication 
[if ordered], (iii) delivery charges [if medication is ordered] and (iv) GST. 
  
 
SO WHICH COSTS ARE NOT COVERED?  
 
• The entitlement under the Telemedicine Policy is a per-consultation cover of up to SGD50 (includes consult fees 
charged at SGD12, medication and delivery fees where applicable, and GST) with WhiteCoat. Amounts in excess 
of SGD50 per visit are to be paid by the Eligible Customer using a debit / credit card of the customer’s own choosing. 
 
 
WHEN IS WHITECOAT’S VIDEO MEDICAL CALL SERVICE AVAILABLE?  
 
• WhiteCoat’s services are available every day (including Sundays and public holidays) from 8:00 am to 12:00 am.  
 
DO I NEED TO CALL ANY HOTLINE TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A MEDICAL CONSULTATION WITH 
WHITECOAT?  
 
• No, you do not need to request for an appointment with WhiteCoat. WhiteCoat’s video medical call services are 
available on-demand, with an average waiting time of less than 15 minutes.  
 

WHEN CAN I START USING THE WHITECOAT APP TO ENJOY MY TELEMEDICINE POLICY COVERAGE?  
 
• You can begin to enjoy your Telemedicine Policy Coverage once you receive an email from WhiteCoat with the 
redemption details. 
 
 
HOW DO I GET STARTED?  
 
• To access the WhiteCoat benefit under the Telemedical Care Campaign (Exclusive to Citi), you will need to:  

1. Sign up for a new AIA Retail Protection Plan with an annual premium of at least SGD3,000 for regular premium 
plan. 

2. Download and register for an account under the WhiteCoat app;  

3. Follow the unique URL link provided in your benefits email from WhiteCoat; 

4. Select “Teleconsult for Myself” to start your consultation session and input the necessary details;  

5. Select your AIA corporate insurance profile to enjoy the WhiteCoat benefit.  
6. Follow the on-screen instructions to begin your teleconsult. 
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HOW DO I KNOW WHAT ARE MY TELEMEDICINE POLICY ENTITLEMENTS UNDER THIS TELEMEDICAL 

CARE CAMPAIGN (EXCLUSIVE TO CITI)?  

• Please log into your WhiteCoat account and tap on “More” at the bottom of the page. Go to “Corporate / Insurance 
Profiles” >> select “AIA Corporate Insurance”.  
 
 

WHAT HAPPENS IF I DID NOT USE MY AIA CORPORATE INSURANCE [TELEMEDICAL CARE CAMPAIGN 
(EXCLUSIVE TO CITI)] PROFILE TO CONSULT?  
 
• You will be charged the retail consultation charges in addition to medication and delivery costs.  
 
 
WHEN DOES MY TELEMEDICINE POLICY COVERAGE EXPIRE?  
 
• Your WhiteCoat benefit can be utilised anytime for a 1-year period after upon Telemedicine Policy Coverage 
effective date. AIA will cover the cost of your teleconsultations (unlimited times) and the cost of medication and 
delivery fees (inclusive of GST) capped at SGD50 per visit throughout the 1-year period. 
 

WHY IS AN IDENTIFICATION CARD REQUIRED IN ORDER TO PROCEED WITH A MEDICAL CONSULTATION 
WITH WHITECOAT?  
 
• In line with best medical practices, clinics often require a NRIC / FIN card or a driver’s licence for the purpose of 
identifying the patient and maintaining his/her accurate, complete and up-to-date medical records. Likewise, 
WhiteCoat is no different. A copy of your NRIC / FIN card, driver’s licence or passport is required as part of a one-
time registration process so that patient identity can be accurately verified. Rest assured, all personal information 
provided is kept confidential.  
 
 
WHY DO I HAVE TO ADD A PAYMENT CARD?  
 

• Payment is necessary only when the total cost of your consultation exceeds the SGD50 limit 

• WhiteCoat accepts online payment via all VISA and MasterCard debit/credit cards 

• You will only be prompted to add a card in such a circumstance 
 

ARE MY PERSONAL INFORMATION AND MEDICATION RECORDS SECURE?  
 
• WhiteCoat takes patient confidentiality very seriously. All patient data (including payment details) and medical 
records provided to WhiteCoat via the WhiteCoat app are securely stored.  
 

IS THERE A CUSTOMER HOTLINE?  
 
 

• For WhiteCoat related matters, please contact WhiteCoat: 
Website: www.whitecoat.com.sg 
Hotline Number: +65 6909 6609  
Email Address: contactus@whitecoat.global  
Operating Hours: Everyday 8am – 12 midnight  

 

http://www.whitecoat.com.sg/

